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ITTA partners with TTOS to provide Advanced Tactical Tracking Instruction for ITTA Membership
CHICAGO -- Getting the training right is essential to achieve fit-for-purpose solutions to tackle terrorism
and major crime. Tactical tracking training meets the challenge and special requirements of at the leading
edge of defense for combat tracker teams, mountaineering, and rural law enforcement.
Target acquisition and pursuit, visual tracking for K-9 Handlers, hazards detection and border security
operations deeply benefit from this category of training. The success of these programs was recently
measured in the rapid capture of escape and evasion expert Joel Lambert by Unit 868, South Korea’s
national law enforcement counter-terrorism team. This can be viewed on Discovery’s US release of Lone
Target and Manhunt internationally this spring. This exacting training was delivered by lead experts Peter
Kerr and Grant Lightfoot to prepare for the Discovery challenge.
Tactical tracking is part of the solution for reshaped needs in security and the strategic pivot towards the
Asia Pacific now so important for international security. This training neatly dovetails with current
advances in supporting C4ISR technologies and provides the human element on the ground with clear
directions and solutions. This training is also cost-effective and works to support government agencies in
this period of fiscal constraint.
ITTA is happy to offer this key security ingredient which aids our partners and allows us to face
difficulties together with an effective security measure for the protection of our citizens. Tactical tracking
is a hard skill necessary to fully build the capability of our national level tactical teams. Invigorated by the
use of new technologies, the venerable and combat tested approach of tactical tracking offers a distinct
and cost-effective solution to new and deadly problems posed by international terror and transnational
crime.
A local Texas law enforcement official is ITTA’s Editor-in-Chief for our flagship publication Tactical
Solutions Magazine. Follow TSM for more insight on tactical tracking and the release of Discovery’s
Lone Target and Manhunt series this winter and spring. Editor Lawrence Lujan proudly serves with El
Paso PD’s finest.
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